Summary A good example of the latter in the medical domain are those systems which process chest radiographs and have the facility to removetheobscuring description system for the purpose of analyzing ribs from the picture. We believe that considering cardiac images is under development. Algorithms such systems as "image understanding" systems is have been developed to recognize and follow venstretching the meaning of the term.
Introduction
experience) relating what is seen to previous concepts.
For our purposes we will consider a computer -~ vision system to have "understood" an image scene if it produces succinct linguistic descriptions of it similar to those generated by humans and also is capable of defending its choice of linguistic terms with more detailed descriptions including numeric data on which it originally based its output.
The realization of computer systems which can acquire, recognize and describe image (scene) data has been the goal of computer vision researchers in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) for quite some time now.1 research in AI has been the realization of computer A completely separate line of systems which embody medical knowledge about a restricted domain and which so far have been put to the use of providing consultative support to the physician relating to diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutic planning.2 Although there are a large number of areas of investigative medicine in which image data is important in the diagnostic process, there have been no attempts so far to join the above two lines of research. It is precisely our goal to integrate these two fields in the development of an image recognition and descript.ion system especially suited for dynamic cardiovascular image sequences.
Image Description
The area of image description, which we could also call "image understanding" (if one considers a system to have "understood" an image if it is able to describe the image seen using English-like descriptive terms) has been an area of interest and controversy for many years. The goals of vision research groups have differed in spite of the common use of the term "image understanding" to describe their activities. The meanings vary from the simple classification of picture elements into merely lines and regions, to the classification of whole groups of picture elements into the objects of the scene.3 *WORK SUPPORTED BY THE ONTARIO HEART FOUNDATION Our particular area of interest, that of cardiovascular imaging involves the recording of sequential films of moving objects such as the ventricular wall. Our work therefore concerns itself with the description of ventricular segmental motion as observed in these sequential images. The term we will use to describe a system capable of producing a commentary similar to that produced by a cardiologist on viewing an angiogram will be termed a "motion understanding" system for cardiovascular image analysis.
Previous Work
The work we are doing is based on previous vision systems and can be viewed as a natural extension of the principles they embody. There are several examples of vision systems employing the general basic principles on which this research is based.
The SEER program4 recognizes a simple object (a hammer) in scenes at arbitrary orientations. Its recognition is guided by some knowledge about hammers and their parts. This system involves the use, however, of a single static image only.
The same basic principles associated with spatial object recognition are employed in motion understanding systems, although there is the addition of guidance based on temporal relations. An important result of this is that although the recognition in the first image of a sequencereduces to the problem of recognizing objects in any single scene, once the objects are recognized, then expectations can be formulated as to where to look for these objects in succeeding images. The basic assumption here is that motion from frame to frame obeys the laws of physics and consequently that an object in the second image will be "close to" the object in the previous scene. Thus if wecanextend the system's knowledge by providing it with at The various frames are organized into similarity nets.* on the differences between and similarities among frames. It aids in the selection of frames when attempting to find one to match the behaviour of objects in the image. Within each KB frame, motion phases can be defined and these motion phases themselves further broken down into events. Events are simple motions which objects exhibit, i.e. motions describeable by a single motion verb.
This type of network organization is based ledst very simple knowledge about the motion capabilities of objects in scenes it is to deal with, it is possible to determine even in relatively complex scenes which object has moved to where or changed size or shape in some way. Forinstance, in dealing with scenes which contain cars, we can provide rough guidelines for the maximum acceleration at any given speed and give the system the knowledge that the speed function is continuous. With this information it is possible to project from one given image a range of possible locations for the car over some known time interval.
A short discussion of the KB's representation is relevant at this time. Events (or verbs) have several semantic components: an object which is exhibiting the motion along with the object's physical properties; changes in the object's physical properties (length, width, area, etc.) with respect to time; links to previous and successive events which the same object exhibits; changes in spatial relationships of the object with respect to other objects in the image; and links to alternate events if there is the failure of match what occurs in the film with the expected event.
It should be clear from this brief description that some additional component beyond a simple object recognizer is necessary to a motion understanding system. This additional component must interact with the low level object recognizer during the processing of the image sequence and it must know something about the objects observed and their possible behaviours from image to image. The additional information about sequential object behaviour is stored in a knowledge base (KB) (along with other recognition related information) and this knowledge base is used to guide the object recognition process. The KB ultimately serves as the basis for the formulation of descriptive statements about the recognized object's behaviour.
Our previous work in motion understanding systems is the general basis on which the cardiovascular image analysis system is built. r 6 r Overall Approach Two basic premises from the foundation of the cardiovascular image analysis system. First, the motion considered is continuous (in themathematical sense). Secondly, the tracking of objects is guided by a knowledge base which can provide predictions as to the object's most likely next positions in the image. The process of comparing actual to predicted positions leads tothe selection of one or more possible motion classes for object behaviour.
Three major components comprise the motion analysis system: aknowledge base ( K B ) , an image analysis module (IMANAL) and a module to maintain the systems current analysis hypotheses (HYPOUP-DATE). These components are described below in detail.
The KB contains the information necessary to recognize and classify the motions exhibited by objects in the motion sequence. The KBis organized into logical packets called frames.* There are frames for normal motion and frames for each possible abnormal motion considered by the system. This last component provides the similarity net links.
For every phase of motion several events are defined to describe the motion of objects and their parts which participate in the phase. For example, for the "filling by atrial contraction" phase, the hierarchy of objects and events would include: the LV increases in area (expands) by a particular amount; each wall segment moves away from the LV centroid with a particular velocity; each shape feature making up a wall segment moves away from the LV centroid with a particular velocity and changes in orientation and shape properties while keeping within the motion limitations of that particular segment. The individual segmental and shape feature velocities, etc. are not necessarily the same and need to be separately determined.
An important consideration in the cardiovascular image application is the determination of the object (segments) which are relevant in left ventricular wall motion analysis. The entire LV can be considered as an object, as can its parts such as the aortic valve, papillary muscles, etc. However, these are not sufficient for motion analysis. The wall itself must be somehow characterized in terms of features. For this purpose we have considered the LV wall to be described in terms of regions of concavity and convexity. The appropriate analogy here is to consider the LV interior to be a lake with the wall, the lake shores. The wall is then considered to be made up of bays, capes, lagoons, etc. Each of these is a shape feature which can be subject to tracking. Based on our continuity assumption (continuous shape and velocity change permitted), it is possible to follow these shape features from image to image.
In order to characterize feature motion and shape change, several shape change primitives are necessary. Shape features of similar types are mapped into one another using the predicates "stretch", "translate", "rotate", and "distort" borrowed from other authors.' predicates such as "warp" or "buckle" have been In addition, defined for mappings of several shapes into one (or vice versa). Using such terms, LV wall motion can be described for normal and abnormal segmental motion. Clearly such descriptions are not readily available and must be determined by experimentation relative to each different segment and each different normal and abnormal motion type. For this purpose a knowledge acquisition system has been developed which will be described later. The low level object recognition module IMANAL operates on the image under guidance from the KB and HYPOUPDATE. system has been chosen and modified for our application. Object edge detection using a modification of the probabilistic relaxation technique developed by Zucker is the theoretical basis on which we have built our system. The general relaxation technique has been modified in the following manner. The local edge operator (the Sobel operator3) is applied only to a small region of arbitrary shape in which the KB predicts the LV outline to lie. The compatibility function is specialized from general good edge continuation to compatibility for an edge as predicted by the KB. If an edge is not found in this way (either the edge is not visible or it cannot be predicted yet because the proper hypothesis has not yet been activated), the more general relaxation scheme can be applied to an enlarged region of the image. In addition, obstructing objects such as the diaphragm or ribs can be more effectively eliminated from consideration by including them in the compatibility functions as totally incompatible withthe edge. Once an edge is found, shape features are determined by traversing the boundary and noting left and right turns. In this way regions which are concave or convex are found and descriptions such as width, depth and arc length are determined. Noise is removed from the edge by performing this process at several shape-size resolutions and eliminating small shapes. For each pair of images, the shapes of each are mapped from one into the next. The algorithm for shape matching uses closeness of start and end points of similar type features and relative location of points on features along the length of the outline. This matching process also provides feedback for correction of incorrectly identified shape end and start points.
Once the mapping is complete the changes in shape are defined in terms of the shape transformation predicates. These are defined along the longitudinal and lateral dimensions of each feature rather than along the standard Cartesian coordinates. In this way they correspond exactly to the English verbs such as "narrow", "shorten", etc. The result of the process described thus far is termed the film database (FDB) .
A general-purpose low level visionlo
The hypothesis updating module activates, terminates and instantiates hypotheses regarding the class of motion which each segment on the LV wall exhibits. These hypotheses correspond exactly to the frames of the KB. The information in the FDB is compared to the KB to determine the frame which best describes the motion actually observed. This comparison is done only on the active frames and at the start of processing the only active frames are those which describe normal motion for all segments. If the data does not match, reasons for the mismatch are determined and used to select new frames to activate. These new frames are then included among the active hypotheses. In addition, the mismatch may terminate or de-activate an active hypothesis if the data no longer corresponds to the motion described by that hypothesis. The result of the analysis is a hierarchy of description of the motions of the LV, its parts and its features using English verbs, directionals and object descriptors. The final description describes the motion of objects in terms of classes of motion such as "akinetic segment", "aneurysmal segment".
Clearly, since so much is dependent upon the KB, its contents are all important. The process of knowledge acquisition and verification is therefore a serious one.
Knowledge Acquisition and Verification
The data contained in the knowledge base is obtained in three distinct phases. First, the phases of motion of the objects of the problem domain must be determined. Along with the phases, the KB frame structure must be defined and the set of objects to be considered must be organized along the "class/subclass" and "part/subpart" hierarchies. Object and event property types must be determined. Using these, an initial KE skeleton may be constructed using the formalism available for this purpose. Note that the skeleton contains noquantitative information yet.
The actual data is determinedll by a second process. A system has been built which inputs sequences of border tracings of the LV, smooths them, and determines and follows the shape features of the LV wall from image to image. The shape features and distinct points determined on them can then be used to give values for the shape transformation predicates and for velocity and trajectory parameters of events. Preliminary testing of this subsystem indicates that the LV has a small number of shape features each providing at least three points which the system can follow throughout the image sequence. Also, the points which can be followed are not the same for all images. In other words, the number of points is roughly the same, but only a varying large subset of them can be followed between any two images. This leads to the realization that the KB must be set up to expect this fact.
classified by an expert as to the wall motion class exhibited by each segment and the LV type and size. This type of data from similar films is then correlated to obtain average values and acceptable ranges for parameters to the shape transformation predicates, and velocity and trajectory limits for each of the segments. At the present time we are in the process of gathering material for normal, akinetic and aneurysmal apical segments of normalsize LV's. These are being prepared for input to OUT data collection system.l* The result of this activity will be the first version of the KB. As further films are gathered relating to other The films which this latter module analyzes are segments, these will also be included and new versions of KE3 created.
It should be noted here that the tracings input to the system are not the type usually done in manual angiographic image analysis. Specifically they are not smooth subjective contours but rather attempt to capture the irregular features of the ventricular border. The only subjective part of the outline is in areas where dye mixing is incompletp and the border cannot be seen. The tracing of these images includes various fiducial marks and the aorta and papillary muscles when visible.
The third phase inyolves identification and correction of the data in the KE3. The KB formalism has been set up in such a way that the data in it is sufficient to regenerate the border as it appeared in the film or to display generic knowledge contained in the KB. In the latter case, a family of acceptable films within the limits specified in the KB would be produced. A system is being designed12 to accept a portion of the KE3 describing a particular image sequence or a family of image sequences and to generate line drawings on a graphics terminal to allow review of the KB contents by an expert to determine acceptability. In adding new films to the knowledge base by using the system to analyze the image sequence, the system would classify the motions it observes and an expert will provide feedback as to the correctness of the classification. In this way the parameters for acceptability of each class of segmental motion behaviours can be gradually tuned. Finally, for specific films it is desired that the borders be able to be superimposed on the original film to allow for additional input to the expert. A special video system 1 s under development for the real-time mixing of computer generated digital video with analog video of angiographic sequences recorded on video disk.
The second way in which parameters can be tuned is by displaying the elements of a family of acceptable films. Clearly, this is a long process --but necessary. For example, if the system wishes to check the parameters of aneurysmal apical motion, it would use as input the appropriate part of the KB and begin to step through the ranges of values of motion for an aneurysmal apical segment keeping the remainder of the LV normal, but of course making allowances for the abnormal segment's boundary conditions. When the cardiologist sees a particular instance which does not meet his criteria for an aneurysm, the range of one parameter can be fixed, a new parameter selected and the process repeated for the other parameter. All the details of this aspect system have not yet been determined. This material is presented only to give an overview of our current progress. This part of the system is currently under design and it is believed that the process of KE3 initialization, verification and correction of analyzed image sequences as well as the generic knowledge will lead to a ICB containing data never before available on LV wall motion.
